Nodding Dog
Model & Diagram
Jens Kober, 2011
Two 10 cm squares make a dog
approx 5 cm high.

HEAD:
0. The sides of the square for the head
should be approx. 2/3 of body one's.

1. Start with the color of the nose up
and fold an unfold diagonally.

2. Fold the top third behind.

3. Valley fold the edge to the other
diagonal while swinging the flap back
up.

4. Fold the tip behind. The distance is
approx. the same as the pleat height.
Enlarged view.

5. Swivel folds. The raw edge should
end up on the pleated edge and the
other end of the swivel is approx. the
middle of the snout.

90°

6. Fold in half.

7. Turn over and rotate 90°.

8. Fold approx. one third of the nose
behind.

9. Turn back over.

10. Roll the long flap. The rightmost
crease should be approx. in the center
between the covered edge and the
outside edge.

12. Round the ears with small
mountain folds. Round the top with a
inside reverse fold.

Completed head.

11. Fold the head in half. Optionally
you can incorporate a small reverse
fold on the white left part.

22.5°

BODY:
1. Fold a kite base for the body starting
with the body color down.

4. Enlarged view. A small crimp at
approx. a quarter of the lower edge of
the body.

2. Fold in half and rotate 22.5°.

3. Crimp the body. The mountain fold is
at approx. the middle of the bottom
edge. The bottom edge stays straight.
Enlarged view.

5. And the final crimp.

6. Mountain fold inside. Repeat behind

7. Inside reverse fold the tip of the
neck.

8. Round the behind and the shoulder
with inside reverse folds.

9. Balance the head on the neck. The
neck goes in between the pleat and the
rolled part. Curl the tail. Open out the
front to make it stand.

